CONNECT WITH US
At APD Engineering & Architecture, we view each new project as a unique opportunity,
and each dictates its own creative solution. We approach every project with the spirit of
teamwork, a dedication to maintain our leading position of excellence in the industry,
and a commitment to exceed expectations. Our broad range of experience equips us
with the knowledge to handle any size project.

APD has successfully implemented and adapted prototype programs for some of
the largest retailers and restaurants in the world. We are extremely proud to have
collaborated with such forward-thinking and iconic brands.

Let APD put its experience to work for you as you prepare to design and build your next project.

APD Engineering and Architecture, PLLC
615 Fishers Run, Victor, New York 14564
Phone: (585) 742-2222
www.apd.com • info@apd.com

Designing Iconic Restaurants

Full-Service Capabilities

We Bring Your Design to Life

Architecture

Prototypical Programs

Civil Engineering

Multi-Site Programs

Structural Engineering

Collaborative Technologies

Mechanical/Electrical/Plumbing

Visualization

Fire Protection

3D Architectural Modeling

National Rollouts

Surveying

Sustainable Design

Entitlements

The story of our projects is told through the conversations we have with
our clients and the unique purpose of the sites upon which we build. The
results are portraits of the diverse clientele we serve.
APD is available to provide design services anywhere in the US.

Local Firm - National Reach
From the East Coast to the West Coast, APD Engineering & Architecture provides fullservice design and engineering solutions; applying our distinctive approach to each project.
From start to completion, our comprehensive methodology to design quickly turns an
architectural vision into reality.
Our team of highly skilled architects, engineers, and designers takes pride in consistently
providing our clients with industry-leading expertise. APD maintains a reputation for
providing responsive, quality, cost effective and innovative design services, resulting in
lasting customer relationships.
Whether you have one store that needs renovating, or are rolling out a Nation-wide
Prototype Program, APD has the resources and skills to make your job easier.

